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This report uses charts designed according to the International Business Communication Standards (IBCS) to ensure clarity, 
consistency, and information density.

Key elements:

1. Consistent chart design: All charts follow a uniform design, making it easier for readers to understand and compare data 
across different visualizations. This includes consistent use of fonts, sizes, and positioning of elements.

2. Simplified and focused content: Charts are designed to be easily readable, with a focus on essential information. 
Unnecessary decorative elements are avoided to maintain clarity.

3. Proper labeling and titling: Each chart includes clear, descriptive titles and labels to ensure that the data is easily 
understood without additional context.

4. Standardized notation: IBCS-compliant charts use standardized notation for elements such as time periods, units, and 
scenarios, making the information more accessible and comparable.

The following conventions are used throughout the report:

- Black represents actual values for the current year
- Grey represents data from the previous year
- Red indicates negative or "bad" performance
- Green indicates positive or "good" performance
- "PY" is used to denote the previous year values
- "AC" refers to the actual current year values
- Underscore "_" is used to represent year-to-date data
- Tilde "~" indicates a rolling year or 12-month period
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Sales Performance
Bikes Corp's December 2014 sales soared, driven by low discounts and strong performance in the Government segment and 
Canada. The Paseo and Carretera models led growth, while the Montana faced challenges. The Vtt had a low margin, but the 
shift to lower discounts significantly improved Gross Margins across key segments and products.

Market Presence and Strategies
Bikes Corp has a strong global presence, particularly in Canada, and focuses on government contracts and small businesses. 
The Paseo product leads in total sales. Discount strategies significantly impact growth and profitability, with low discounts
having the most positive effect, especially in France and niche markets. Higher discounts can increase sales volumes, but the
company must balance these strategies carefully to optimize profitability.

Key Insights and Product Performance
Canada leads Bikes Corp's sales, while the USA lags despite its market size. Carretera and Carapara shine with strong growth 
and margins, but the second-best selling product has a negative gross margin. Remarkably, just three products generate 93% 
of the company's total gross margin.

Growth Trends and Seasonality
From September 2013 to December 2014, Bikes Corp saw a 4.8% CAGR in sales volume and a 6.9% CAGR in sales net 
discounts, with Velo and Paseo as top performers. The relationship between discounts and units sold was complex, with 
monthly sales net discounts varying significantly, likely due to seasonal promotions, product launches, or changes in 
discounting strategies. Several products witnessed a substantial increase in sales net discounts in December 2014, suggesting
strong end-of-year promotional activities.
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At a glance: Bikes Corp's December 2014 sales soared thanks to low discounts, with the Government segment and Canada 
leading in profitability. The Paseo and Carretera models drove growth, while the Montana faced challenges and the Vtt had a 
low margin, but overall, the shift to lower discounts significantly improved Gross Margins across key segments and products. 
Pages 8 to 14.

Sales breakdown: Bikes Corp's strong global presence, particularly in Canada, and focus on government contracts and small 
businesses drive its sales, with the 'Paseo' product leading in total sales. The company's discount strategies significantly 
impact sales growth and profitability, with low discounts having the most positive effect, especially in France and niche 
markets. While higher discounts increase sales volumes, Bikes Corp must carefully balance these strategies to optimize 
profitability across segments and products.  Pages 16 to 24.

Data insights: Canada leads Bikes Corp's sales, while the USA lags despite its market size. 'Carretera' and 'Carapara' shine with 
strong growth and margins, but the second-best selling product has a negative gross margin. Just three products generate a 
whopping 93% of the company's total gross margin.  Pages 26 to 30.

Trends: The business saw a 4.8% CAGR in sales volume and a 6.9% CAGR in sales net discounts from September 2013 to 
December 2014, with Velo and Paseo as top performers. Despite overall growth, the relationship between discounts and units 
sold was complex, and monthly sales net discounts varied significantly, likely due to seasonal promotions, product launches, or 
changes in discounting strategies. Several products witnessed a substantial increase in sales net discounts in December 2014,
suggesting strong end-of-year promotional activities.  Pages 32 to 34.
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Bikes Corp's December 2014 sales demonstrate the effectiveness of low discounts, with customers responding positively to 
even small price cuts (p.9, p.10). The company experienced significant growth from November to December 2014, primarily 
driven by units and mix, contributing an additional $7.5 million, although price variance had a negative impact of $899.0k (p.11, 
p.13).

The Government segment proved to be a strong market for Bikes Corp, nearly as profitable as Small Business and Enterprise 
combined (p.9, p.10). Canada and France showed remarkable sales increases, with Canada having the highest gross margin 
among all regions (p.9, p.13, p.14).

In terms of product performance, the Paseo model led in gross margin and experienced strong demand, while the Carretera 
also contributed significantly to sales growth (p.10, p.12, p.13, p.14). However, the Montana negatively impacted sales, 
indicating challenges during the period, and the Vtt's low margin suggests it may not match customer preferences or market 
needs as well as other products (p.10, p.12).

Bikes Corp's shift from high discounts to lower or no discounts has significantly improved Gross Margins across most 
dimensions, particularly in the 'Low Discount' and 'No Discount' categories (p.14). The company's successful year is evident in 
the substantial growth seen in the 'Government' and 'Small Business' segments, as well as the significant improvements in 
Gross Margins for 'Paseo' and 'Carretera' bikes (p.14).
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Bikes Corp's December 2014 sales show low discounts work well. The government market is strong. Canada performed notably 
compared to other regions. Customers have clear product preferences.
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Most of Bikes Corp's gross margin is from low-discount products, showing customers respond to even small price cuts. The 
Government segment is nearly as profitable as Small Business and Enterprise combined. Canada has the highest gross margin, 
far ahead of other regions. The Paseo model leads in product gross margin, while Vtt's low margin hints it may not match 
customer preferences or market needs as well as other products.
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From November to December 2014, Bikes Corp's sales grew by $6.6 million, primarily driven by a highly positive impact from 
units and mix, contributing an additional $7.5 million. However, the price variance was negative, reducing sales by $899.0k, 
possibly due to price reductions, increased discounts, or a shift towards lower-priced products.
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Bikes Corp's sales jumped from November to December 2014, driven by the Paseo model's strong demand and improved 
margins. The Government segment and Carretera product also contributed significantly, suggesting successful penetration or 
favorable policies. However, the Montana was the only product to negatively impact sales, indicating challenges during the 
period.
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Bikes Corp saw significant growth from November to December 2014. Low to medium discounts strongly boosted sales, while 
removing or applying high discounts had a negative or less significant impact. The Government and Enterprise segments 
showed substantial growth, and Canada and France had remarkable sales increases. The Carretera and Amarilla products were 
the most popular, with the highest growth rates.
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Bikes Corp had a successful year, with significant improvements in Gross Margins across most dimensions. The shift from high 
discounts to lower or no discounts has significantly improved Gross Margins, particularly in the 'Low Discount' and 'No 
Discount' categories. The 'Government' and 'Small Business' segments have shown remarkable growth. 'Paseo' and 'Carretera' 
bikes have experienced the most significant growth in Gross Margin.
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Bikes Corp has a strong global presence, with significant sales in Canada, France, and other international markets (p.18). The 
company's sales are driven by its focus on government contracts, small businesses, and the Enterprise segment (p.17). The 
'Paseo' product has the highest total sales, with the government segment leading in 'Paseo' and 'Carretera' sales (p.18). Canada
is a key market for Bikes Corp, with the highest sales figures across all segments (p.21).

Discount strategies play a crucial role in Bikes Corp's sales performance. The average sales growth rate across all discount 
bands is 123.0%, but the impact of discounts varies (p.19). High discounts generally decreased sales growth rates, while low 
discount bands had the most positive impact, especially in the "Other rank >3" category and France (p.20). Increasing the 
discount level leads to higher sales volumes, but the Gross Margin percentage decreases as the discount level increases (p.23).

The Government segment has the highest sales volume and gross margin in the Low discount band (p.24). However, Small 
Business and Enterprise segments show negative gross margins under certain discounts, suggesting a need for strategy 
reassessment (p.24). The 'Other rank >3' segment has consistently positive gross margins across all discounts, indicating 
potential niche markets or specialized products with higher profitability (p.24).

In conclusion, Bikes Corp's sales performance is driven by its international presence, focus on government contracts and small 
businesses, and the success of its 'Paseo' product. While discounts drive sales volumes, the company must carefully balance 
discount strategies to optimize profitability. Canada remains a key market, and the company should explore opportunities in 
niche markets and specialized products to further enhance its sales performance.
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Bikes Corp has strong positions in the Government and Small Business segments, with sales of 5.9 million and 3.4 million 
respectively. The Enterprise segment follows at 2.3 million. There are opportunities for growth and expansion in other 
segments. Canada leads in sales across all segments except Government, where France contributes the most.
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Bikes Corp's sales data reveals a strategic focus on international markets, government contracts, and small businesses. The 
'Paseo' product has the highest total sales. Sales in countries outside the top 4 dominate most product categories, showing a
strong global presence beyond Canada and the US. The government segment leads 'Paseo' and 'Carretera' sales, highlighting 
Bikes Corp's success with government contracts or preferences in these areas.
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The average sales growth rate across all discount bands is 123.0%, showing a positive growth trajectory for Bikes Corp. 
However, the impact of discounts varies significantly. The high discount band shows a decline of -78.0%, suggesting high 
discounts may have hurt revenue or unit sales growth. In contrast, the medium and low discount bands show exceptional 
growth rates of 386.0% and 471.0% respectively, indicating moderate and minimal discounts were highly effective in driving 
sales growth.
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High discount bands generally decreased sales growth rates, except in France, which saw a marginal increase. Medium 
discount bands had mixed results, with a remarkable increase in the United States but a decrease in France. Low discount 
bands had the most positive impact on sales growth rates, especially in the "Other rank >3" category, which saw an exceptional 
increase, followed by France.
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The Government segment has the highest sales across all countries, including smaller markets. Canada and France have 
significantly higher Government and Midmarket sales compared to other countries. Canada stands out with the highest sales 
figures in all segments, making it a key market for Bikes Corp.
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'Paseo' has a strong government segment across all countries, especially in Canada, likely due to bulk purchasing agreements.
'Vtt' and 'Velo' are more popular with non-governmental buyers and less formal sectors, as seen in the 'Other rank >4' segment. 
Canada has the highest units sold for nearly all products and segments, showing a strong preference for Bikes Corp products.
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Discounts drive sales volumes for Bikes Corp but impact profitability per unit sold. Increasing the discount level leads to higher 
sales volumes, with the "Low" discount band having significantly more sales than the "No Discount" category. However, the 
Gross Margin percentage decreases as the discount level increases. The "Low" discount band achieves the highest Gross 
Margin at $980.9 million, suggesting a low discount strategy might be the most balanced approach for maximizing overall 
profit.
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Discount strategies impact gross margins differently across segments. The Government segment has the highest sales volume 
and gross margin in the Low discount band. However, Small Business and Enterprise segments show negative gross margins 
under certain discounts, suggesting Bikes Corp should reassess strategies or efficiencies there. The 'Other rank >3' segment 
has consistently positive gross margins across all discounts, indicating potential niche markets or specialized products with
higher profitability to explore further.
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Bikes Corp's sales performance varies significantly across countries and products. Canada leads in overall sales volume, while 
the USA has the lowest sales despite being a significant market. Canada and Germany show high sales growth rates, indicating 
rapid expansion, while the USA's growth remains relatively stagnant. France stands out with a positive gross margin growth 
rate, suggesting improved profitability (p.27).

Product-wise, 'Paseo' has the highest sales in Canada but faces negative growth in Mexico and the USA. 'Carretera' 
demonstrates remarkable growth in sales and gross margin, particularly in France and Canada. 'Amarilla' shows consistent 
sales growth across countries, with Canada leading (p.28).

The scatter chart reveals the diverse performance of Bikes Corp's products. 'Carapara' excels with a strong growth rate and 
gross margin, while 'Velo' has a high growth rate. 'Pavego' boasts the highest gross margin, indicating superior profitability per 
sale. 'Yutu' maintains a healthy gross margin despite lower growth. 'Armadilla' outperforms 'Montanna' and 'Yutu' in growth, 
but all three have similar gross margins. 'Montanna' faces challenges with the lowest growth and gross margin (p.29).

Although the top 50% of products contribute approximately 77% to total Sales, the top 3 products generate 93% of the total 
Gross Margin. Notably, the second highest selling product has a negative Gross Margin, highlighting varying profitability among 
products with similar Sales levels (p.30).
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Canada leads in bike sales volume, making it the largest market, while the USA has the lowest sales despite being significant. 
Canada and Germany have high sales growth rates, suggesting rapid expansion, while the USA's growth is relatively stagnant. 
France stands out with a positive gross margin growth rate, indicating improved profitability. However, Germany and Canada 
show significant declines in gross margin despite high sales growth from 2012 to 2014.
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'Paseo' has the highest sales in Canada but negative growth in Mexico and the USA. 'Carretera' shows remarkable growth in 
sales and gross margin, especially in France and Canada. 'Amarilla' has consistent sales growth across countries, with Canada
leading. The 'Other rank >3' category has a balanced sales distribution across countries.
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The scatter chart highlights Bikes Corp's products' varying performance. 'Carapara' leads with strong growth rate and gross 
margin. 'Velo' has a strong growth rate, while 'Pavego' has the highest gross margin, suggesting it's the most profitable per sale. 
'Yutu' has a healthy gross margin despite lower growth. 'Armadilla' shows better growth than 'Montanna' and 'Yutu', but all 
three have similar gross margins. 'Montanna' has the lowest growth and gross margin, suggesting challenges in sales, market 
appeal, or costs.
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The top 50% of products account for roughly 77% of Bikes Corp's total Sales. However, the top 3 products contribute 93% to 
the total Gross Margin. Interestingly, the second highest selling product has a negative Gross Margin, suggesting varying 
profitability among products with similar Sales levels.
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The business experienced a 4.8% CAGR in sales volume from September 2013 to December 2014, with sales following a 
seasonal pattern that peaked towards year-end (p.33). Despite this growth, the relationship between discounts and units sold 
was complex, with the highest discount in November 2013 not corresponding to the peak in units sold in October 2014 (p.33). 
This highlights the importance of well-timed sales and marketing strategies (p.33).

Sales net discounts across products grew at a higher rate of 6.9% CAGR during the same period (p.34). Velo and Paseo were 
the top performers, with CAGRs of 16.1% and 13.9%, respectively (p.34). However, Montana and Vtt experienced declines of -
5.3% and -3.7%, respectively (p.34).

Monthly sales net discounts varied significantly, likely due to factors such as seasonal promotions, product launches, or 
changes in discounting strategies (p.34). Several products witnessed a substantial increase in sales net discounts in December 
2014, suggesting strong end-of-year promotional activities (p.34).
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The business saw sales volume grow at a 4.8% CAGR from September 2013 to December 2014. The relationship between 
discounts and units sold is complex - the highest discount in November 2013 didn't match the peak in units sold in October 
2014. Sales seem to follow a seasonal pattern, rising towards year-end, underlining the importance of well-timed sales and 
marketing.
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Sales net discounts across products grew at a 6.9% CAGR from Sep 2013 to Dec 2014. Velo (16.1%) and Paseo (13.9%) had 
the highest CAGR, while Montana (-5.3%) and Vtt (-3.7%) declined. Monthly figures varied greatly, likely due to seasonal 
promos, product launches, or discounting changes. Several products saw a big jump in sales net discounts in Dec 2014, hinting
at strong end-of-year promos.
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